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M
y predecessor as chair of NCBE, Franklin Harrison, told me that this 

year would be the fastest year of my life. He was right. It has been 

a challenging, exciting, interesting, and very busy year—one that I 

have enjoyed immensely. Many thanks go to Erica Moeser, who is a 

constant source of good advice, as well as to the members of the Board, past and pres-

ent, who continue to serve as my guides. The outstanding NCBE staff deserves special 

thanks, as does my own staff who have tolerated my many absences over the past 

year. A special thanks goes to Emily Eschweiler, my Assistant Director, who has kept 

things moving and handled all manner of crises in my absence without complaint. 

In my previous column, I highlighted the critical role of the bar examiner. I am 

devoting this last column to the role of the bar admission administrator—specifically, 

my thoughts on qualities to look for when hiring a candidate to manage the office of 

bar admissions. Although it is my hope that all jurisdictions experience future sta-

bility in this position (see Erica’s column, page 4, in which she discusses continued 

increased turnover), I hope that my thoughts on this subject are helpful to those who 

will eventually be faced with conducting a search to fill this crucial position. 

Although the specific duties of the bar admission administrator vary from juris-

diction to jurisdiction, in most jurisdictions the administrator is responsible for two 

functions—overseeing the character and fitness process and administering the bar 

exam. It is the administrator who ensures that the examination is properly admin-

istered twice a year, that only those who are qualified take the exam, and that only 

those who pass the exam and successfully complete the character and fitness inves-

tigation become lawyers. 

Many bar administrators are lawyers (and many jurisdictions require that the 

administrator be a lawyer), but some of the largest jurisdictions do not have lawyers 

at the helm. In large jurisdictions, however, the office has the resources to hire a 

general counsel or to create other positions to be filled by lawyers so that the legal 

aspects of the office are covered by in-house legal expertise. Alternatively, a non-

lawyer administrator may be able to rely on the legal resources provided by the state 

government, such as the disciplinary counsel’s office or the attorney general’s office. 

In some jurisdictions, the board members themselves, who are predominantly law-

yers, provide the legal expertise. 

The important point is that a non-lawyer administrator needs to have access 

to a lawyer who is well versed in bar admissions to help the administrator identify 

the legal issues as they arise and deal with them appropriately. Many jurisdictions 

find that hiring a lawyer to fill the position of administrator is the most efficient 

approach to deal with the raft of legal issues that arise in the day-to-day operation of 



the bar admission office—such as those revolv-

ing around character and fitness hearings, ADA 

test accommodations, and challenges to the bar 

admission office’s procedures. 

What are the important characteristics to 

look for when hiring a bar admission admin-

istrator?

Integrity. The administrator sits in judg-

ment of others—whether it is in the role of char-

acter and fitness investigator, as a determiner of 

test accommodations, or as a witness to inap-

propriate conduct at the bar examination. The 

person who judges others must be above question in his or 

her own conduct. The administrator may also occasionally 

be pressed to waive rules when waivers are not appropri-

ate or to give special consideration to someone’s friend, 

relative, or law clerk. Having a high standard of personal 

integrity is the key to responding appropriately to such 

requests. 

Strength of character. An administrator must have the 

strength of character to stand up to a person making an 

inappropriate request, even when the circumstances are 

uncomfortable. An administrator must also be able to 

recognize when granting a waiver is appropriate, such as 

when it involves a minor issue and the circumstances and 

common sense support such an exception. 

Curiosity and skepticism. Bar applicants may disclose 

matters on their applications in a way that makes the 

incidents sound innocent or inconsequential. The curious 

administrator will seek additional verification and further 

information. The skeptical administrator will ferret out 

the whole story. Curiosity and skepticism are especially 

important if the administrator is leading the character and 

fitness investigation process.  

A respect for technology. At an ever-increasing rate, the 

administrator of the future will use technology and techno-

logical solutions to improve the efficiency of all aspects of 

the bar admissions process. Whether looking for high-tech 

solutions to office administration or keeping ahead of the 

latest high-tech cheating devices, the administrator needs 

to understand and appreciate the power of technology. 

Willingness to ask for help. Most 

administrators come to bar admissions 

with experience in some other field 

and do much of their learning on the 

job. Those who are willing to ask for 

help early and often are most likely to 

succeed in this position—whether by 

availing themselves of NCBE’s exten-

sive staff expertise and services or mak-

ing use of the CBAA listserv to seek 

information from other administrators. 

The best administrators ask when they 

don’t know something. 

Respect for the applicant. The admin-

istrator sets the tone in the office for how applicants are 

treated. The typical bar admission office delivers bad news 

every day, whether it is denying applicants for ineligibil-

ity or character and fitness reasons or denying requested 

test accommodations. An ability to deliver bad news with 

consideration and respect for the applicant will increase 

the likelihood of that applicant accepting the news without 

objection. 

The ability to find and retain a great staff. The smart 

administrator looks for even smarter staff and must 

motivate, reward, and inspire that staff to do their best 

every day. The successful administrator instills in staff 

the commitment to doing the best work possible, because 

bar admission work, when done well, not only protects 

the public but is essential to each state’s well-functioning 

court system.

I hope that my parting thoughts are not only of value 

to jurisdictions in the future but also serve to recognize 

the important qualities exhibited daily by the talented and 

dedicated administrators who are responsible for guiding 

the bar admission process in each jurisdiction. 

In August, Bryan Williams of New York will assume 

the responsibility of chair, starting the fastest year of his 

life. Best wishes to Bryan. 

Margaret Fuller Corneille
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President’s Page
by Erica Moeser

I 
have discovered the secret to get-

ting mail: ask whether the summer 

bar examination should be admin-

istered earlier than the last week 

in July. The response: a strong majority 

said no. Actually, not just no—more like 

a chorus of “Heck, no!”

Earlier this year, the NCBE Board 

of Trustees determined that it would be 

useful to poll jurisdictions as to whether 

it would advance the interests of bar 

applicants to change the timing of the July bar exam 

by a few weeks. I also issued a broader invitation to 

readers of this column to share their thoughts on the 

subject, and several bar admission administrators cir-

culated the memo that started it all to the deans of the 

law schools in their jurisdictions.

The response was surprisingly—and wonder-

fully—robust. The objections were many. Principal 

reasons for resisting any change whatsoever fell into 

two major categories: concern about booking space 

for testing earlier in the summer, and concern that 

the time for students taking bar review courses not 

be reduced. 

I remain perplexed that the perception of bar 

review courses as essential institutions seems to be 

a given for so many, both within the bar examining 

community and within the group of law school com-

mentators, but it is a matter of fact that it is. Dreamer 

that I am, I yearn for a world where law schools pre-

pare graduates to exit into the profession, and where 

the bar exam pinpoints the knowledge and skills nec-

essary to enter the profession. In that world, the syn-

thesis of first-year learning occurs before 

caps and gowns are handed out, and 

the courses that develop student under-

standing of that synthesis are taught by 

members of the law school faculty rather 

than outsourced. The bar examination 

has moved toward this more seamless 

objective over the past few years, and I 

will continue to hope for a “bar review-

less” transition that is, for now, but a 

dream.

There were two other questions posed by the 

Board in the memorandum that was circulated to bar 

admission boards. One concerned the content of the 

Multistate Bar Examination and asked for opinions 

about the expansion of content coverage beyond 

the seven subjects that will be included in the MBE 

effective in February 2015 (with the addition of Civil 

Procedure to the current mix of six topics).

The second question sought reaction to the notion 

of extending the MBE to six and a half or seven hours 

of testing (from the current six).

Reaction to those two questions was more 

mixed, and the responses that were received have 

been referred to the NCBE Long Range Planning 

Committee, co-chaired by Diane Bosse of New York 

and David Boyd of Alabama, for further consideration.

The news about law school enrollments continues 

to suggest that we have not yet reached the bottom 

of the present valley. I recently heard that where just 

a few years ago 47,000 people graduated from law 

school in a given year, the number is now approach-

ing 37,000. That decline is occurring against the back-
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drop of more law schools in operation. The number 

of candidates taking the LSAT has not yet reversed 

its decline. The cost of attending law school is coming 

under renewed scrutiny, and law school placement 

numbers do not paint a cheery picture. Bar examining 

will continue, of course, but the number of first-time 

takers is about to dip as the effect of the declining 

number of law school applications that began sev-

eral years ago manifests itself in lower numbers of  

graduates.

Time marches on, and the phenomenon of chang-

ing staff leadership in bar admission agencies seems 

to be accelerating. In my November 2010 column, I 

noted that there had been turnover in 22 jurisdictions 

over the past five years. Since then—that is, in less 

than four years—leadership has changed an addi-

tional 24 times (see the map at the top of this page). In 

10 instances, the change has occurred in one of the 22 

jurisdictions that were reported in 2010. That is quite 

a bit of upheaval in the licensing structure of the states 

in which the change has occurred.

Bar examining is an increasingly sophisticated 

and litigious area. The complexity of contending with 

fitness applications, test accommodation requests, 

and all-important test security and scoring processes 

is best managed through training and experience. 

NCBE offers training to new administrators, and as 

the figures above attest, the newcomers keep coming 

at an even faster pace than before; however, seasoning 

and accumulated wisdom take time to develop.

Our Seattle program this May was a success by 

any measure. NCBE’s Annual Bar Admissions 

Conference garnered a lot of praise for its content and 

for the quality of the speakers. Every year our 

Education Committee labors to bring relevant and 

essential information to our constituents, and this 

year they outdid themselves. The NCBE staff that 

made it all look effortless was led by Deb Martin and 

Laurie Lutz. This was Deb’s swan song, as she is plan-

ning to slip into a well-earned retirement as we go to 

press. We wish her many joyful years pursuing her 

wide range of interests. 

bar admission administrator turnover sinCe november 2010
Jurisdictions with turnover are shaded.
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Preserving the soul 
of a Changing Profession

by John W. Reed

Editor’s Note: Following is the keynote address made by Professor John W. Reed at the 2014 NCBE Annual Bar Admissions 

Conference held in Seattle, Washington, on May 1–4, 2014. Professor Reed’s address marked his fifth appearance as keynote 

speaker for NCBE’s Annual Conference since his first address in 2004. The text of his earlier remarks is included in the 

following  previous issues of the Bar Examiner: June 2011, August 2009, August 2007, and August 2004.

I
t’s an honor and a delight to be among you 

once again, although the fact that this is my 

fifth time in this role suggests that the folks in 

Madison need a longer list of possible speakers. 

And there is an obvious danger in having a speaker 

of such advanced years, who may not be playing 

with a full deck. Perhaps you saw the Lockhorns car-

toon with the long-suffering wife trying to get her 

husband out of bed in the morning. She says, “Leroy, 

why don’t you get up? Men your age are already out 

driving around with their turn signals on.” 

I am deeply grateful for the warm and sustaining 

friendships that have grown out of my 40-year con-

nection with the National Conference, going back to 

the time of Joe Covington and the birth of the MBE, 

continuing into Erica Moeser’s years, of course, 

and along the way serving on a drafting committee 

with such talented colleagues as Solomon Oliver.* 

It’s great to be here with Solomon again. Working 

with the Conference has greatly enriched my life as 

a lawyer and a teacher, and I want to express my 

gratitude for the opportunities I have had among so 

many good people.

I have learned here such useful things as the 

critical importance of careful phrasing of questions. 

You probably have heard of the teacher who asked 

eight-year-old Susan, “How do you spell ‘croco-

dile’?” Susan answered, “k r o k o d i l e.” “Wrong,” 

said the teacher. “Maybe,” said Susan, “but you 

asked me how I spell it.”

To serve as a keynote speaker—that is to say, to 

sound a single note so that we might all sing in the 

same key—is a daunting assignment when this con-

ference appears to have multiple themes ranging from 

the mechanical to the philosophical, from the local to 

the global, and especially from the old to the new.

There is, however, one concern that surely col-

ors our thinking about anything and everything 

we might discuss here—and so might well serve 

as a keynote. That concern is the stunning and 

accelerating rate of change in our profession and 

its consequences. To say that the legal profession 

is changing is so obvious as to be banal. But I have 

been around a long time, and never have I seen so 

much change taking place so fast, not only in the 

everyday practice of lawyers but also in the schools 

where young women and men prepare for the pro-

fession. In his provocative book Tomorrow’s Lawyers, 

Richard Susskind makes the sweeping claim that  

“[l]egal institutions and lawyers . . . are poised to 

change more radically over the next two decades 

than they have over the last two centuries.” Indeed, 

*Editor’s Note: The Honorable Solomon Oliver is the Chief Judge of the Northern District of Ohio and served as a member of the MBE  
Evidence Drafting Committee that Professor Reed chaired.
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the writing of the burgeoning blogs and books about 

the future of lawyering has become a kind of cottage 

industry.

All of you are more or less familiar with the 

many changes being made, and I do not need to deal 

with them in any detail. Indeed, if I were to do so, 

the risk is that the detail would bore you to death. 

Speaking of that danger, you may recall the occasion 

when a man and a woman, leaving a church service 

with their 10-year-old son, were being greeted by the 

minister. Next to the door was a handsome bronze 

plaque, and the boy asked the clergyman what it 

was. “It’s a plaque honoring our members who died 

in the service,” he said. And the boy said, “Which 

one, the 9:30 or the 11:00?” 

And so I’ll rehearse just two or three of the tran-

sitions and then suggest a particular concern. 

With apology for a kind of verbal “selfie,” let me 

summarize my own experience as a young lawyer as 

a starting point for a then-and-now comparison. Its 

contrast with today’s profession will highlight some 

of the changes that have occurred.

I sat for the Missouri Bar Examination 72 years 

ago this summer. It was administered in humid, hot 

weather in an un-air-conditioned legislative chamber 

in the state capitol building, with our forearms stick-

ing to the legislators’ desks. I had attended no bar 

review course. Indeed, I think none was available, 

but I really didn’t need one, because at Cornell our 

sixth-semester examinations were so-called compre-

hensives. Although there was some emphasis on 

the courses we were then taking, the majority of the 

questions on the multiday exam were drawn from 

our earlier studies. I do not recall that we thought 

of that exam as a practice bar exam, and the school 

certainly did not present it as such, but preparing for 

it made us feel reasonably ready for the coming bar 

exam. 

Incidentally, that sixth semester was the first 

point at which we were faced with an exam prob-

lem that was not labeled as to subject matter, and a 

couple of faculty members played a dirty trick on us. 

Lyman Wilson, the Torts teacher, was fond of giv-

ing descriptive names to the characters in his prob-

lems—for example, the newlyweds were Mr. and 

Mrs. Otho Sweet; the deep-pocketed defendant, John 

D. Richman; and the spinster, Lucinda Lemon (a 

naming practice now frowned upon by the National 

Conference). These particular teachers got Professor 

Wilson to name some of the characters in their ques-

tions, leading us of course to look fruitlessly for 

issues from his courses.

In any event, I somehow passed the bar exam 

and became an associate in a Kansas City law firm in 

1942, joining a profession much simpler than today’s. 

Let me mention a few things that are noticeably  

different.

There was of course a difference in scale. With 

a mere 25 lawyers, my firm claimed to be the larg-

est between St. Louis and the West Coast. I doubt 

that anyone knew whether that was accurate, since 

there were no sources like today’s journals and blogs 

that publish facts and gossip about the business of 

law firms—their size, their gross incomes, their per-

partner average incomes, their defections and lateral 

hires. I doubt that even the senior partners knew 

many of those facts; certainly we lowly associates 

did not. Today, almost nothing is concealed. In any 

event, an era when a 25-lawyer firm was thought to 

be very large was vastly different from today, when 

there are two firms of more than 4,000 lawyers and 

a large number well above 1,000. Among the many 

consequences of that change are a loss of camarade-

rie and, of course, the need for enhanced business-

like, managerial skills.
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Young associates who made it past the first year 

had every reason to expect admission to partnership 

in a half dozen years or so. And at the other end 

of the spectrum, elderly senior partners, less active 

than in their most productive years, still participated 

generously in the firm’s profits, continued to occupy 

their same offices, and were fully honored as mem-

bers of the firm, though no longer its leaders. Part 

of their value lay in the deep personal relationships 

they had with firm clients, often having counseled 

them for decades; but also of value, their presence 

contributed to the maintenance of the firm’s profes-

sional culture.

In what might be called the mechanical side of 

practice, it was an era of file drawers and bound vol-

umes, typewriters and carbon paper, secretaries with 

Gregg shorthand notebooks for partners and wax-

cylinder Dictaphones for the associates. We placed 

our completed cylinders on a table, to be transcribed 

by the next available typist. When, out of an accu-

mulation, the cylinders of a particular associate got 

picked up and transcribed more promptly than those 

of the rest of us, we discovered the explanation: he 

was inserting risqué stories between memos. 

Opinion letters written in response to clients’ 

inquiries within several days’ time were considered 

timely and seemed to satisfy our clients. The firm 

worked at a fast pace, but seldom frantically. Of 

particular importance was the fact that we young 

associates worked closely with, and under the criti-

cal supervision of, one or more senior partners.

In fairness, I should acknowledge that, while 

remembering that time with fondness, we tend to 

forget that the legal culture of those days was not 

an unalloyed good, because, among other short-

comings, it was sometimes narrow and bigoted. 

Although my firm changed shortly, it had neither 

women nor blacks when I arrived. And in many 

places, top-tier firms would not hire Jews. It was not 

an open profession. 

Even if you are too young to have known a law 

firm like that, it once was a common type, and you 

undoubtedly have some notion of what it must have 

been like—and what large parts of the profession 

were like. 

Today’s firms—and of course there is much vari-

ety among them—are vastly different from the sim-

ple model I have suggested. And there is a popular 

consensus that over the last 30 years or so, law has 

become less a profession and more a business—that 

its mores have moved closer to those of the market-

place and are less those of a self-regulating profes-

sion committed to the public good. That transition 

from the characteristics of a profession to the modes 

of a business is the single most frequently stated 

source of career unhappiness I hear from mid- and 

late-career lawyers. 

The concern I want to express to you is that the 

shift to a business mentality is not simply something 

that has occurred and is finished. It continues and is 

accelerating as a consequence of continuing changes 

in the way law is being practiced. Let me suggest just 

a couple of the many, many developments that are 

pushing law in the mercantile direction faster and 

faster. Like so many changes in life, they may well 

offer some improvement, but they carry with them 

unintended consequences. They remind me of the 

classic fortune cookie message: “A change for the 

better will be made against you.”  

Let me note briefly some effects of technology on 

professionalism.

As in almost every other human activity, those 

who deal with the law are both benefitted and 

bedeviled by technology. Instant communication, 

digitized libraries, almost magical access to vast 
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stores of searchable data, efficiencies and economies 

of scale, ease and accuracy of document creation 

even by low-wage workers on the opposite side 

of the globe—you well know the marvels of the 

microchip. Indispensable and irreversible as all these 

technological creations are, they often replace face-

to-face relationships between lawyer and client, and 

of course among members of firms. Indeed, there 

has risen a breed of so-called virtual lawyers—law-

yers who never meet clients in person, who have 

no bricks-and-mortar offices, and who rely on the 

Internet and computers for all their practice needs. 

Because of its impersonality and speed, electronic 

communication is not well suited to exploration of 

issues of professionalism and nuance at the times 

when they are most at issue.

And speaking of virtual law practice makes me 

think of Bitcoins, a form of virtual cash. A New York 

Times essayist recently listed a series of questions 

he supposedly had been asked about Bitcoins, one 

of which was, “Are any of them, maybe, lodged 

between my sofa cushions?” His answer: “No, unless 

you also have a virtual sofa.”

On the plus side, I must concede, the efficiencies 

of technology may help us address the scandal of 

inadequate access to justice. At a time of unemploy-

ment and underemployment of lawyers—errone-

ously characterized as “too many lawyers” when, 

instead, it is maldistribution of those lawyers—the 

vast majority of our citizens cannot obtain afford-

able representation when needed. That is due partly 

to the poor circumstances of the lower economic 

classes, but it is due also to the high cost of tra-

ditional full-service representation. Commentators 

lately have taken to calling that level of service “arti-

sanal” representation. Others refer to a “bespoke” 

lawyer. To break through that cost barrier and make 

legal services available to more of our citizens, it is 

increasingly proposed that the lawyer’s services be 

unbundled and digitized (or, in contrast to bespoke, 

commoditized), all done with maximum use of 

technology. Obviously, such an approach will blur 

the lines of so-called unauthorized practice, and 

there are other problems as well. Especially when 

compared with the artisanal approach, this threatens 

professionalism. But professionalism obligates us to 

make legal services available to the public, and we 

are doing an inadequate job of that now. Technology 

will help us do it better.

Undeniably, the practice of law has now adopted 

many of the modes and values of the business 

world—perhaps of necessity in troubled economic 

times. Also undeniably there has been a concur-

rent decline of professionalism. The most troubling 

contributor to that decline is the weakening of the 

age-old process of passing a culture of professional-

ism from generation to generation. The reason it is 

the most troubling is that its consequences have the 

longest reach.

Through history, professionalism has not been 

taught. Rather, it has been passed down–—from 

partners to associates, from elders to the young. 

But when the profession began to move toward a 

business model, hastened by a faltering economy, 

clients (as you well know) became reluctant to pay 

for the services of beginning associates that were a 

continuation of the associates’ basic training. Firms 

understandably began to lean on the law schools to 

provide students with some of the skills the firms 

had been teaching their newly hired graduates, and 

many schools rushed to add as many so-called prac-

tice offerings as they thought they could afford. That 

is somewhat tricky for several reasons. First, there 

is skepticism that practice skills can be well taught 

in an academic setting; second, relatively few law 

teachers have had significant practice experience 
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themselves; and third, these courses often are expen-

sive because they require individual attention.

When a faculty is debating how to align the 

school’s curriculum with the needs of a changing 

bar, I think of a wonderful New Yorker cartoon from 

last month. It is an office scene—I assume it is a con-

gressional office because of a flag behind the desk; a 

view of the capitol dome through the window; and 

three staff members with notebooks, standing before 

the congressman at his desk. His question to his 

aides is a classic: “Have you figured out how I can 

be on the right side of history without being on the 

wrong side of now?”

The extent of this movement amid the evolv-

ing pattern of legal education has been a matter of 

some tension between the Association of American 

Law Schools (AALS) and the ABA’s Section of Legal 

Education and Admissions to the Bar, with the AALS 

seeking to distinguish between “training” lawyers 

and “educating” them. But controversy aside, the 

movement toward more skill courses is well under 

way. I believe most American law schools are send-

ing out graduates who are better prepared to begin 

practice than ever before. What this year’s graduates 

know about law and lawyering is clearly broader 

than what my classmates and I knew in 1942, and 

probably what you knew when you graduated. 

But there is one thing that has not changed, 

and that is the need for the influence of our good 

example—the example of teachers and individual 

members of the practicing bar—as the new law-

yers become stewards of our profession. The tradi-

tional early years of practice, which were a quasi- 

apprenticeship, had two elements: introduction to 

practice skills and an acculturation to the profes-

sional role. Though some of the responsibility for the 

skills aspect of a beginning lawyer’s apprenticeship 

is increasingly being transferred to the law schools, 

I put it to you that the professionalism aspect is not 

being passed off—indeed, cannot be passed off. Law 

schools do speak explicitly about professional ethics, 

of course. Ever since the profession’s dismay at the 

role of lawyers way back in the Watergate debacle, 

we have tried to be sure that our students appreciate 

the essential ethical core of the profession, and so 

we make sure that the rules are read and discussed. 

But the true meaning of professionalism goes far 

beyond mere compliance with specific ethical rules. 

(You may have heard of the witness’s answer to the 

question “Have you been faithful to your wife?” 

“Frequently.”)  

Although law and lawyers, and the public we 

serve, will continue to benefit from the increased and 

increasing excellence of the typical law school and 

law student, that greater excellence benefits mostly 

the graduates’ knowledge and skill sets. Excellence 

is, of course, a core aspect of professional respon-

sibility. Improving knowledge and skill, however, 

improves the mind and the body of the profession 

but not necessarily its heart and soul. Its soul, its 

essence, is its commitment to the service of others, to 

justice in matters great and small. 

To their credit, most law schools try to remind 

their students that high ideals are essential to high 

professionalism. Cornell University Law School’s 

website, for example, proclaims that it produces  

“lawyers in the best sense.” On its website, 

Cumberland School of Law proclaims itself a school 

“where good people become exceptional lawyers.” 

But no matter how sophisticated the curricula, no 

matter how high the student LSAT scores, no matter 

how earnestly the schools try to instill ideals of ser-

vice and of social responsibility, the preservation of 

the profession’s soul, and its elevation, is inescapably 

your task and mine as models for the young who 

follow us. The schools may be concerned about it 
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and may try to support it, but nothing—I say again—

matches the critical influence of interactions between 

us and those who follow us. 

You and I surely came to the bar with the intent 

to do good—to do well, of course, but especially to 

do good, to serve. Now, these years later, we need to 

remember with what intent and hope we began this 

journey. We can’t afford to be like Phyllis, the jaded 

showgirl at the cast reunion in Steven Sondheim’s 

wonderful musical Follies, who says, “I wanted 

something when I came here 30 years ago, but I for-

got to write it down and God knows what it was.” It 

is important to recall the hope that called us to this 

profession. But to be our best selves, and therefore 

the best models for the young, it isn’t enough simply 

to recall what we intended at the beginning. We’ve 

got to interpret that intent in the light of our experi-

ences since that beginning. As T.S. Eliot put it in his 

famous poem “Little Gidding,”

We shall not cease from exploration

And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for the first time.

I hope that being in this good company of won-

derful colleagues and friends over the years has 

reminded us of what nobility there is in being a 

really good lawyer and a really good person. If these 

encounters have perhaps led us to a fresh and more 

mature understanding of what our early commit-

ment means now—if, in Eliot’s words, we have come 

to “know the place for the first time”—then we can 

go from here with optimism and hope, determined 

to be stellar exemplars to those who will determine 

the future of this changing profession to which we 

are giving our lives. 

 john w. reed is a longtime member of the faculty of the 
University of Michigan Law School, where he is the Thomas M. 
Cooley Professor of Law Emeritus. He has served as dean at the 
University of Colorado and Wayne State University and has held 
visiting appointments at Harvard, Yale, and the University of 
Chicago, among others. A fellow of the International Society of 
Barristers, he served as the society’s administrator and editor for 
more than 30 years. He was a member of the National Conference 
of Bar Examiners’ Drafting Committee for the Evidence portion of 
the Multistate Bar Examination from its inception until 2007, serv-
ing as the committee’s chair until 2003. Reed received his LL.B. 
from Cornell and his Jur.Sc.D. from Columbia.
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T
he state of law school admissions is 

a. Complicated

b. Unpredictable

c. Maybe improving

d. All of the above

At the Law School Admission Council (LSAC), 

we collect and analyze an enormous amount of data 

about potential law school applicants. I am often 

called upon to prognosticate about the future of legal 

education based on that data; this article is a case 

in point. However—spoiler alert—the only reliable 

predictor at LSAC is the Law School Admission Test 

(LSAT) itself. Although I am certain that the decline 

in LSATs administered, as well as the decline in law 

school applicants, applications, and enrollment, will 

bottom out, and may be doing so already, I would be 

doing a disservice to the law schools, their employ-

ees, and their applicants if I were to presume that 

our data could be interpreted in any way other than 

as a small part of the sea change that is taking place 

in the U.S. economy and in U.S. higher education. 

Nevertheless, in this article I will share with you 

some of the facts that may help you draw your own 

conclusions about the state of law school admissions.

historiC lows?

In the fall of 2013, just under 40,000 new first-year 

students enrolled in one of the 201 ABA-approved, 

LSAC-member law schools, a 10.8% drop from 

the number of first-year enrollees in fall 2012. The 

2013 enrollees were chosen from 59,400 applicants—

a 12.3% drop in applicants from the 67,700 who 

applied in 2012. (See Table 1.) These numbers, along 

with a 38.5% drop in LSAT takers from the peak in 

2009 through February 2014 (see Table 2 on page 

14), have caused a feeding frenzy in the media and 

blogs, and, more important, serious and painful dis-

cussions about the future of legal education among 

deans, admission directors, faculty, potential appli-

cants and their parents, graduates, and employers. 

But it helps to put these numbers in perspective: 

for over two decades, from 1975 to 2000, first-year 

law school enrollment hovered at around 39,000–

44,000. The increase that began in 2001 and peaked 

at 52,500 in 2010 was unusual, both in size and in 

rate. The sharp decline that began in 2011 was also 

atypical, with 2013 first-year enrollment dropping 

back down to 1977 levels.1 It is worth noting that the 

number of law schools in the United States expanded 

during that time, with at least one new law school 

being approved by the ABA each year. There were 

161 ABA-approved, LSAC-member law schools in 

1975; there were 178 in 1995; and there are 201 today. 

the PiPeline

A Look at the Pipeline over Time

Figure 1 (on page 15) shows many more LSATs 

administered in a given year than first-year law 

school students. Although the peaks and valleys of 

applicant numbers appear to track closely with the 

rise and fall of LSATs administered, it should be 

remembered that potential applicants take the LSAT 

the state of law sChool admissions: 
where are we in 2014?

by Daniel O. Bernstine
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Table 1: LSAC End-of-Year Summary, 2004–2013 (ABA-approved law school applicants, applications, admitted 
applicants, and enrollment) 

Fall 2004 Fall 2005 Fall 2006 Fall 2007 Fall 2008 Fall 2009 Fall 2010 Fall 2011 Fall 2012 Fall 2013

ABA Applicants

Preliminary End-of-Year 98,700 93,500 87,300 82,800 82,000 85,600 87,500 78,800 67,700 59,400

% change from prior year 0.4% -5.2% -6.7% -5.1% -1.0% 4.4% 2.3% -10.0% -13.7% -12.3%

Final End-of-Year 100,600 95,800 88,700 84,000 83,400 86,600 87,900 78,500 67,900 59,400

% change from prior year 1.1% -4.8% -7.4% -5.2% -0.8% 3.8% 1.5% -10.7% -13.5% -12.4%

Admitted Applicants

End-of-Year 55,900 56,100 56,000 55,500 55,500 58,400 60,400 55,800 50,600 45,700

% change from prior year -1.6% 0.3% -0.2% -0.9% 0.0% 5.1% 3.5% -7.7% -9.2% -9.8%

ABA First Year Enrollment

End-of-Application-Year  48,200 48,100 48,900 49,100 49,400 51,600 52,500 48,700 44,500 39,700

% change from prior year -1.3% -0.2% 1.7% 0.3% 0.7% 4.5% 1.6% -7.2% -8.7% -10.8%

ABA Applications

Preliminary End-of-Year 552,400 543,000 527,900 514,800 530,600 564,000 602,200 536,500 469,500 385,400

% change from prior year 5.7% -1.7% -2.8% -2.5% 3.1% 6.5% 6.8% -10.9% -12.5% -17.9%

Note: Volumes are rounded to the nearest hundred.

one or more times in a given year, and they then may 

choose to apply to law schools between the fall of 

that year and the spring of the following year, and 

may enter law school the following fall. On the other 

hand, many LSAT takers don’t apply to law schools 

at all after taking the LSAT, or may postpone apply-

ing for years, and some applicants defer their atten-

dance as well. Still, without an adequate number of 

test takers and applicants in the pipeline, selectivity 

in the admission process is bound to suffer. 

While some law schools are currently downsiz-

ing due to a significant reduction in the applica-

tions they are receiving (see Table 3 on page 15 for 

reduction by number of schools; see Figure 2 on 

page 16 for reduction by geographic region), some 

of the adjustments in class size and/or admissions 

standards at some law schools are a result of the 

intense competition for the applicants with the best 

credentials. 

A Look at the Fall 2014 Pipeline

As of June 6, 2014, there were 343,469 fall 2014 appli-

cations to ABA-approved law schools, submitted by 

51,570 applicants. Applicants are down 7.8% and 

applications are down 8.8% from the same time in 

2013. Last year at this time, roughly 94% of the final 

count was in. It is too early to predict what the final 

count will be for fall 2014 applicants, but it is clear 

that the downturn in applicants and applications is 

not over. (See Figure 3 on page 16.) 

eConomiC realities

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there 

have been 11 recessions in the United States since the 

postwar period of 1948.2 In the past, law school was 

the path of choice for many bright college graduates, 

particularly those with liberal arts degrees. Faced 

with a contracting job market, they opted to wait out 

a recession by pursuing graduate education, with 

the assumption that a high-paying job would be 

waiting when they graduated and that any debt they 

amassed would be easily paid off once they nailed 

that six-figure salary. Whether those presumptions 

were ever realistic, in the current climate they are 

often backfiring. Many of the high-paying jobs have 

disappeared, with exceptionally fierce competition 
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for those that remain. Borrowers are learning the 

hard way that law school loans on top of college 

loans can create life-altering debt burdens when the 

jobs don’t materialize. Unfortunately, this pattern is 

a familiar one in nearly all sectors of higher education.

The National Association for Law Placement 

(NALP) annually measures the employment rate of 

law graduates nine months after graduation. The 

employment rate for the class of 2012, measured in 

February 2013, fell to 84.7%, more than seven per-

centage points below a 24-year high of 91.9% in 2007. 

According to NALP, “[s]ince 1985 there have only 

been two classes with an overall employment rate 

below 84.7%, and both of those occurred in the after-

math of the 1990–1991 recession: 83.5% for 1992 and 

83.4% for 1993. The employment rate for the Class of 

1994 was 84.7%, the same as for the Class of 2012.”3 

Costs, benefits, and Consumer 
information

Weighing the Costs and Benefits of a Legal 

Education

Law school tuition (along with all tuition) has risen 

steeply since the 1970s. During the period 1992–2002, 

when the cost of living rose 28%, the tuition for 

public law schools (for in-state residents) rose 134%; 

private law school tuition rose 76%. In 2002, public 

law school tuition averaged $9,252 for residents and 

$18,131 for nonresidents; private law school tuition 

Table 2: LSATs Administered, 1987–1988 to 2013–2014 (counts and percentage change by administration and year)

Year June % Chg October % Chg December % Chg February % Chg Total % Chg

1987-88 18,902 36,804 33,874 26,408 115,988

1988-89 23,064 22.0% 40,577 10.3% 42,564 25.7% 30,883 16.9% 137,088 18.2%

1989-90 22,088 -4.2% 43,274 6.6% 44,044 3.5% 29,459 -4.6% 138,865 1.3%

1990-91 25,677 16.2% 49,957 15.4% 42,685 -3.1% 34,366 16.7% 152,685 10.0%

1991-92 24,211 -5.7% 50,077 0.2% 43,588 2.1% 27,691 -19.4% 145,567 -4.7%

1992-93 24,778 2.3% 46,491 -7.2% 41,533 -4.7% 27,252 -1.6% 140,054 -3.8%

1993-94 23,061 -6.9% 46,359 -0.3% 38,982 -6.1% 23,626 -13.3% 132,028 -5.7%

1994-95 21,880 -5.1% 42,927 -7.4% 39,670 1.8% 24,076 1.9% 128,553 -2.6%

1995-96 20,336 -7.1% 38,406 -10.5% 36,368 -8.3% 19,646 -18.4% 114,756 -10.7%

1996-97 19,055 -6.3% 36,020 -6.2% 30,953 -14.9% 19,287 -1.8% 105,315 -8.2%

1997-98 20,010 5.0% 34,399 -4.5% 29,879 -3.5% 19,703 2.2% 103,991 -1.3%

1998-99 18,933 -5.4% 33,558 -2.4% 32,116 7.5% 19,629 -0.4% 104,236 0.2%

1999-00 20,448 8.0% 36,540 8.9% 30,731 -4.3% 19,434 -1.0% 107,153 2.8%

2000-01 20,151 -1.5% 37,847 3.6% 30,111 -2.0% 20,921 7.7% 109,030 1.8%

2001-02 23,908 18.6% 46,745 23.5% 38,045 26.3% 25,553 22.1% 134,251 23.1%

2002-03 27,808 16.3% 52,604 12.5% 41,887 10.1% 25,715 0.6% 148,014 10.3%

2003-04 27,471 -1.2% 53,701 2.1% 41,215 -1.6% 25,230 -1.9% 147,617 -0.3%

2004-05 28,600 4.1% 50,386 -6.2% 41,985 1.9% 24,287 -3.7% 145,258 -1.6%

2005-06 25,984 -9.1% 49,197 -2.4% 40,023 -4.7% 22,240 -8.4% 137,444 -5.4%

2006-07 24,879 -4.3% 48,171 -2.1% 41,033 2.5% 25,965 16.7% 140,048 1.9%

2007-08 25,103 0.9% 49,785 3.4% 42,250 3.0% 25,193 -3.0% 142,331 1.6%

2008-09 28,939 15.3% 50,721 1.9% 43,646 3.3% 28,092 11.5% 151,398 6.4%

2009-10 32,595 12.6% 60,746 19.8% 50,444 15.6% 27,729 -1.3% 171,514 13.3%

2010-11 32,973 1.2% 54,345 -10.5% 42,096 -16.5% 25,636 -7.5% 155,050 -9.6%

2011-12 26,812 -18.7% 45,169 -16.9% 35,825 -14.9% 22,152 -13.6% 129,958 -16.2%

2012-13 25,223 -5.9% 37,780 -16.4% 30,226 -15.6% 19,286 -12.9% 112,515 -13.4%

2013-14 23,997 -4.9% 33,673 -10.9% 28,363 -6.2% 19,499 1.1% 105,532 -6.2%
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Figure 1: LSATs administered, ABA-approved law school applicants, and first-year law students, 1968–1969 to 

2013–2014
Notes: Due to changes in data collection methods, ABA applicant data beginning in 1999–2000 are not directly comparable to prior applicant 

data. LSAC began tracking ABA applicant data for the 1980–1981 admission cycle.

Table 3: Increase/Decrease in Applications at ABA-Approved Law Schools from Fall 2013 to 

Fall 2014 (data as of May 9, 2014) 

% Increase/Decrease from Prior Year  Number of Schools

Increase of 100% or more 0

Increase of 50% to 99% 3

Increase of 40% to 49% 0

Increase of 30% to 39% 1

Increase of 20% to 29% 5

Increase of 10% to 19% 9

Increase of 1% to 9% 19

No change 0

Decrease of 1% to 9% 41

Decrease of 10% to 19% 62

Decrease of 20% to 29% 45

Decrease of 30% or greater 16
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Figure 2: ABA-approved law school applications by geographic region, including percentage change from fall 

2013 to fall 2014 (data as of May 9, 2014)

Note: Counts based on region of each law school.

Figure 3: Fall ABA-approved law school applicants by week, 2012–2014 (data as of June 6, 2014)

Fall 2012

Fall 2013
Fall 2014
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was, on average, $24,920.4 The average cost of public 

law school tuition today is approximately $23,000 for 

residents and more than $36,000 for nonresidents; 

private law school tuition averages $40,000.5 

During the 1990s, the average amount students 

borrowed more than doubled, exceeding $80,000 by 

2002. In 2012, the average debt for law graduates at 

private schools was nearly $125,000, and the average 

debt for graduates of public law schools was roughly 

$75,700.6

Currently, fewer than 15% of J.D. graduates are 

being hired by large law firms for six-figure salaries 

right out of law school. The median salary for new 

lawyers from the class of 2012 was $61,245 (a slight 

rise from the previous year).7

On the other hand, Michael Simkovic and Frank 

McIntyre’s 2013 study on the economic value of a 

law degree compared with a bachelor’s degree alone 

found that “[f]or most law school graduates, the 

net present value of a law degree typically exceeds 

its cost by hundreds of thousands of dollars.” The 

authors tracked lifetime earnings of a large sample 

of law degree holders and found that a law degree 

means an average of $53,300 more in yearly salary 

compared with the earnings of those who have only 

a bachelor’s degree; the median salary is 62% higher; 

and the hourly wage is 51% more. Simkovic and 

McIntyre estimate the mean pretax lifetime value of 

a law degree at approximately $1,000,000.8

Two Recent Developments Improve Access to 

Consumer Information

Law school applicants can’t afford not to consider the 

true costs and benefits of obtaining a legal education. 

Fortunately, recent developments have improved 

the timely availability of consumer information per-

taining to legal education. In August 2012, the ABA 

revised its Standard 509, which addresses consumer 

information.9 According to the ABA’s website, 

New Standard 509(d) requires law schools to 

post their employment outcomes in the form 

approved by the Section’s Council. The new 

employment outcomes disclosure requirements 

that call for posting three years of data will be 

phased in. As of October 5, 2012, all schools 

were required to have posted their class of 

2011 employment outcomes. Going forward, the 

required date for posting employment data is 

March 31 of each year for the graduating class of 

the prior year. For the March 31, 2013, posting, 

data for the 2012 and 2011 classes are required. 

Thereafter, schools are required to publish three 

years of data.10

With increased transparency came confirmation 

that some law schools have been creating programs 

to employ some of their own graduates. Most law 

schools are not in a position to provide the funds 

needed for these types of jobs, and they are far from 

an ideal solution, but they do, in fact, provide mean-

ingful work experience for a small number of gradu-

ates. These jobs may make these law schools look 

better in outcomes comparisons, but they also make 

the résumés of the graduates look better to potential 

employers. 

Working with LSAC, the ABA took an additional 

step to ensure the accuracy of consumer information 

about the credentials of matriculants. In 2012, for 

the first time, the ABA Section of Legal Education 

and Admissions to the Bar and LSAC jointly partici-

pated in the Law School Data Certification Program.  

Law schools annually report data about their matric-

ulants to the ABA, which then sends the lists to 

LSAC for certification of 25th, 50th, and 75th per-

centile UGPA (undergraduate grade-point average) 

and LSAT scores. This is an optional program 

for ABA-approved law schools, but nearly all are  

participating. 
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faCtors affeCting emPloyment 
ProsPeCts

A Shortage of Jobs, an Oversupply of Lawyers

Changes in the number of law jobs in the United 

States correlate to changes in the GDP (gross domes-

tic product). Lawyers are involved in mergers and 

acquisitions, real estate transactions, and labor con-

tracts—in general, many of the areas of the economy 

that suffered in the recession and have been slow 

to recover. Globalization, the decline of the middle 

class, outsourcing, and other current economic reali-

ties have all affected the job market for law graduates 

in recent years, as they have affected many other 

areas of the economy. 

Two additional factors contribute to the oversup-

ply of lawyers, according to Pepperdine University 

law professor Robert Anderson. First, lawyers may 

be waiting longer to retire because their retirement 

funds were decimated by the financial crisis. Second, 

many millions of Baby Boomer lawyers are still 

working their way through to retirement.11

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

employment of lawyers is expected to increase about 

10% between 2012 and 2022.12 At that rate, the market 

will be slow to absorb the backlog of law graduates.

Areas of Demand

Although many of the jobs that have disappeared are 

the highest-paying “Big Law” jobs, there are many 

underserved populations and areas of the country 

that would benefit from more lawyers. These are 

not generally the types of jobs that will allow easy 

repayment of tens of thousands of dollars of debt, 

but some do provide opportunities for loan forgive-

ness, among other incentives.

According to an April 2013 article in the New 

York Times, “Rural Americans are increasingly 

without lawyers even as law school graduates are 

increasingly without jobs.” The article goes on to 

say that “the American Bar Association called on 

federal, state, and local governments to stem the 

decline in rural areas,” and some have passed laws 

offering subsidies for lawyers who will practice in 

these areas.13 Employment for law graduates in the 

government has also grown in the last few years.14  

the good news

As the economy improves, there are signs that the 

job market may be improving as well. According to 

NALP:

… analyses of the jobs data for the Class of 2012 

reveal that just over half (50.7%) of employed 

graduates obtained a job in private practice, 

up from 49.5% for the Class of 2011 and close 

to the 50.9% figure recorded for the Class of 

2010. However, that figure for the Class of 2010 

marked a full 5 percentage point decline from 

2009. For most of the 39 years for which NALP 

has collected employment information, the per-

centage of jobs in law firms has been in the 

55–58% range and has been below 50% only once 

before 2011; that was in 1975. The combination 

of a larger number of jobs overall and a higher 

percentage of jobs in law firms means that the 

number of law firm jobs is up by almost 8%, and 

is the largest number since 2009.

Additionally, jobs in the largest firms, those with 

more than 500 lawyers, have rebounded substan-

tially from their low point in 2011, and accounted 

for 19.1% of jobs taken in law firms, compared 

with only 16.2% in 2011. The number of jobs 

taken in these firms—over 3,600—is up by 27% 

over 2011 levels, representing a recovery almost 

to 2010 levels but to nowhere near the 2009 figure 

of more than 5,100 jobs. At the other end of the 

spectrum, jobs in the smallest firms of 2–10 law-

yers, while remaining almost flat as a percentage 
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of jobs, grew in raw numbers to almost 8,200, 

from less than 7,600 in 2011.15

d. all of the above

Unfettered growth of the legal profession may be a 

thing of the past, but there are some who argue that 

this may be better for legal education and the legal 

profession in the long run. Those who are consider-

ing law school now must do so with their eyes wide 

open. Law school is no longer a reasonably safe 

haven in which to ride out economic downturns. 

Applicants with a strong commitment and strong 

credentials should at least be able to gain admission 

to their chosen schools, even if it may take longer to 

find the right job after graduation. We will all have 

to stay tuned to see how individual law schools cope 

with the uncertainties that are facing so many busi-

ness sectors in the shifting global economy. 
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I
n June 2012, the Washington Supreme Court en-

tered an Order adopting Admission to Practice 

Rule 28, Limited Practice Rule for Limited License 

Legal Technicians, which authorized a new group 

of legal service providers, Limited License Legal Tech-

nicians (LLLTs).1 Washington is the first state to adopt 

a rule that authorizes limited practice legal profession-

als to deliver legal services that are authorized and reg-

ulated by the state Supreme Court. This article will dis-

cuss the path to the adoption of the LLLT rule—a path 

that began more than 20 years ago—and the consider-

ations that led to its adoption.

the seeds of the lllt rule

General Rule 24: Definition of the Practice of Law

The LLLT rule has its philosophical roots in the issues 

of access to justice and consumer protection. The con-

sumer protection issue was how to address the prolif-

eration of the unauthorized practice of law (UPL) in 

order to ensure that the public have access to trained 

and regulated legal service providers without falling 

prey to unscrupulous and unqualified persons engag-

ing in UPL. Most efforts to analyze this problem led to 

the conclusion that in order to regulate UPL it would 

first be necessary to define what in fact the practice of 

law is. It seemed foolish, if not impossible, to prosecute 

someone for UPL if that person had not first been told 

what he or she was not authorized to do.

In 1998 the Committee to Define the Practice of 

Law was created to define the practice of law with the 

intent of recommending that the Supreme Court adopt 

the definition by Court Rule. The belief was that to 

protect the separation of powers between the Court and 

the Legislature, this would need to be done by Court 

Rule rather than by legislation (although Washington 

does have a statute that makes UPL a crime). The 

committee consisted of two former Chief Justices of 

the Washington Supreme Court, a retired trial judge, 

several members of the Board of Governors of the 

Washington State Bar Association, the Solicitor General 

for the State of Washington, and a representative from 

the Attorney General’s office.

After nearly two years of deliberation, the commit-

tee submitted its proposed rule to the Supreme Court, 

which adopted the rule as General Rule 24 in 2001. (See 

page 22 for General Rule 24.)

General Rule 25: Practice of Law Board

The Supreme Court then asked the committee to recom-

mend an additional rule that would apply General Rule 

24 to a mechanism focusing on the two motivating con-

cerns that led to the rule—namely, consumer protection 

(UPL) and access to justice.  

The additional request led the committee to recom-

mend a rule that soon became General Rule 25 in 2002. 

General Rule 25 essentially did three things. It created 

the Practice of Law Board (POLB), and it gave the POLB 

two functions. First it asked that the POLB field com-

plaints regarding UPL and issue opinions regarding 

whether the alleged acts were or were not UPL. The 

other function of the POLB was to propose a rule to the 

Supreme Court that 

non-lawyers be authorized to engage in certain 

legal or law-related activities that constitute the 

practice of law as defined in GR 24, [and that] 

the Board shall determine whether regulation 

under authority of the Supreme Court (includ-

ing the establishment of minimum and uni-

the evolution of washington’s limited 
liCense legal teChniCian rule

by Stephen R. Crossland
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form standards of competency, conduct, and 

continuing education) is necessary to protect 

the public interest. Any recommendation that 

non-lawyers be authorized to engage in the 

limited provision of legal or law-related ser-

vices shall be accompanied by a determination:

(A) that access to affordable and reliable legal 

and law-related services consistent with pro-

tection of the public will be enhanced by per-

mitting non-lawyers to engage in the defined 

activities set forth in the recommendation;

(B) that the defined activities outlined in 

the recommendation can be reasonably and 

competently provided by skilled and trained  

non-lawyers;

(C) if the public interest requires regulation 

under authority of the Supreme Court, such 

regulation is tailored to promote access to 

affordable legal and law-related services while 

ensuring that those whose important rights 

are at stake can reasonably rely on the quality, 

skill and ability of those non-lawyers who will 

provide such services;

(D) that, to the extent that the activities autho-

rized will involve the handling of client trust 

funds, provision has been made to ensure that 

such funds are handled in a manner consistent 

with RPC 1.15A and APR 12.1, including the 

requirement that such funds be placed in inter-

est bearing accounts, with interest paid to the 

Legal Foundation of Washington; and

(E) that the costs of regulation, if any, can be 

effectively underwritten within the context of 

the proposed regulatory regime.2

develoPment and adoPtion of the 
lllt rule

For the next 12 years, the POLB struggled with the pro-

posed rule, in part due to concerns among lawyers that 

these non-lawyers would not be qualified to deliver 

legal services and that they would take work away 

from lawyers. The proposed rule was twice submitted 

to the Board of Governors of the Washington State Bar 

Association, and it was twice rejected (by votes of 13-1 

and 12-2, respectively). At the urging of the Supreme 

Court, the POLB recommended potential practice areas 

to which the proposed rule might be applied. These 

practice areas were selected based upon a Civil Legal 

Needs Study that the Supreme Court had commis-

sioned in 2003.3 The proposed practice areas were 

Family Law, Immigration, Landlord Tenant Matters, 

and Elder Law. The POLB recommended that the rule 

be first applied to the practice area of Family Law.

Finally, in June 2012, the Supreme Court entered an 

Order adopting Admission to Practice Rule 28, Limited 

Practice Rule for Limited License Legal Technicians. 

(See page 24 for excerpts from the rule.) The Court’s 

reasoning in adopting the rule was especially captured 

in the following statement: “We have a duty to ensure 

that the public can access affordable legal and law 

related services, and that they are not left to fall prey to 

the perils of the unregulated market place.”4 

Educational and Work Experience Requirements

The LLLT rule requires candidates to have an associate-

level degree or higher, 45 credit hours of core cur-

riculum from an ABA-approved law school or ABA-

approved paralegal program, and practice-area courses 

with curriculum developed by an ABA-approved law 

school (for each specific practice area, the Board deter-

mines the key concepts or topics to be covered in the 

practice-area curriculum and the number of credit 

hours of instruction required for admission in that 

practice area).  

In addition, LLLT candidates must acquire 3,000 

hours of substantive law-related work experience 

supervised by a licensed lawyer, to be acquired no more 

than three years prior to or three years after licensure.
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GENERAL RULE 24
DEFINITION OF THE PRACTICE OF LAW

(a) General Definition: The practice of law is the application of legal principles and judgment with regard to the circum-
stances or objectives of another entity or person(s) which require the knowledge and skill of a person trained in the law. 
This includes but is not limited to:

(1) Giving advice or counsel to others as to their legal rights or the legal rights or responsibilities of others for fees or 
other consideration.

(2) Selection, drafting, or completion of legal documents or agreements which affect the legal rights of an entity or 
person(s).

(3) Representation of another entity or person(s) in a court, or in a formal administrative adjudicative proceeding or other 
formal dispute resolution process or in an administrative adjudicative proceeding in which legal pleadings are filed or a 
record is established as the basis for judicial review.

(4) Negotiation of legal rights or responsibilities on behalf of another entity or person(s).

(b) Exceptions and Exclusions: Whether or not they constitute the practice of law, the following are permitted:

(1) Practicing law authorized by a limited license to practice pursuant to Admission to Practice Rules 8 (special admission 
for: a particular purpose or action; indigent representation; educational purposes; emeritus membership; house counsel), 
9 (legal interns), 12 (limited practice for closing officers), or 14 (limited practice for foreign law consultants).

(2) Serving as a courthouse facilitator pursuant to court rule.

(3) Acting as a lay representative authorized by administrative agencies or tribunals.

(4) Serving in a neutral capacity as a mediator, arbitrator, conciliator, or facilitator.

(5) Participation in labor negotiations, arbitrations or conciliations arising under collective bargaining rights or agreements.

(6) Providing assistance to another to complete a form provided by a court for protection under RCW chapters 10.14 
(harassment) or 26.50 (domestic violence prevention) when no fee is charged to do so.

(7) Acting as a legislative lobbyist.

(8) Sale of legal forms in any format.

(9) Activities which are preempted by Federal law.

(10) Serving in a neutral capacity as a clerk or court employee providing information to the public pursuant to Supreme 
Court Order.

(11) Such other activities that the Supreme Court has determined by published opinion do not constitute the unlicensed 
or unauthorized practice of law or that have been permitted under a regulatory system established by the Supreme Court.

(c) Non-lawyer Assistants: Nothing in this rule shall affect the ability of non-lawyer assistants to act under the supervision 
of a lawyer in compliance with Rule 5.3 of the Rules of Professional Conduct.

(d) General Information: Nothing in this rule shall affect the ability of a person or entity to provide information of a general 
nature about the law and legal procedures to members of the public.

(e) Governmental Agencies: Nothing in this rule shall affect the ability of a governmental agency to carry out responsibili-
ties provided by law.

(f) Professional Standards: Nothing in this rule shall be taken to define or affect standards for civil liability or professional 
responsibility.

Source: Washington State Court Rules, General Rule 24, Definition of the Practice of Law (adopted effective September 1, 2001; 

amended effective April 30, 2002).
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imPlementation of the lllt rule

The rule provided for the creation of a Limited License 

Legal Technician Board. That Board began its work 

in January 2013. Its first task was to recommend to 

the Court a practice area to which the rule would be 

initially applied, keeping in mind that the rule was 

designed to be applied to any practice area that the 

Court felt would be helpful to the public. The Board rec-

ommended that the rule first be applied to Family Law, 

which the Supreme Court approved in March 2013. The 

Board then divided the task of implementation among 

four subcommittees. The first two subcommittees were 

charged with defining the scope of practice and creat-

ing an education program to teach the necessary skills 

for preparation and qualification to deliver legal ser-

vices within the scope as defined. 

defining the sCoPe of PraCtiCe

In an effort to define the scope of practice, the sub-

committee charged with that task invited Family Law 

practitioners to describe the breadth and depth of what 

they do in the anatomy of a Family Law case. The 

subcommittee then attempted to determine what ser-

vices would be needed by the public to fulfill the unmet 

needs in this practice area and how those services could 

be rendered in a way that would not likely pose a risk 

to the consumer. That proposed scope was then sent to 

the Supreme Court for its consideration and approval.

develoPing an eduCation 
Program 

The next task was to develop an education program to 

educate LLLT candidates so that they would be quali-

fied to deliver services within the scope of practice as 

approved by the Supreme Court. This phase of the pro-

cess revealed collaborations that were unanticipated. 

The subcommittee charged with this task looked to the 

Washington community college system and its para-

legal programs to assist it in developing education in 

the core components. The LLLT Board had actually cre-

ated its own criteria for the core curriculum, which in 

many cases didn’t align with the existing paralegal cur-

ricula. After examining the Board’s criteria and reevalu-

ating their curricula, the community colleges decided to 

adjust their curricula to match the LLLT Board criteria. 

The subcommittee next looked to the law schools in 

Washington and asked their assistance in creating the 

Family Law curriculum to meet the authorized scope of 

practice. All three law schools agreed not only to help 

develop the curriculum but also to assist in teaching 

the classes. The first of a series of three Family Law 

classes was offered in January 2014 by the University 

of Washington School of Law, the first school to offer 

the series of three classes.5 The first year of classes 

are streamed live from the University of Washington 

School of Law, but it is anticipated that the classes 

will be offered both live and streamed thereafter. The  

classes are co-taught by a law school professor and a 

practicing Family Law lawyer. The classes are inter-

active so that students from all across the state can 

actively participate in all classes.

The curricula for both the community colleges and 

the law school are unique for the LLLT program. The 

community colleges and the law school collaborated to 

develop the curricula and to coordinate the curricula 

to ensure that everything is covered in the combined 

programs.

The LLLT Board has developed what it calls the 

“Three A’s” to assess decisions about the LLLT program. 

The program should be “Accessible,” “Affordable,” 

and “Academically Rigorous.” The collaboration of 

the Washington community college system and law 

schools coupled with the use of technology has helped 

the Board achieve the Three A’s.

Creating examinations and rules 
of Professional ConduCt

The third subcommittee effort pertained to creating 

examinations to test the competency of the candidates 
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EXCERPTS FROM ADMISSION TO PRACTICE RULE 28
LIMITED PRACTICE RULE FOR LIMITED LICENSE LEGAL TECHNICIANS

A. Purpose. The Civil Legal Needs Study (2003), commissioned by the Supreme Court, clearly established that the legal needs 
of the consuming public are not currently being met. The public is entitled to be assured that legal services are rendered only 
by qualified trained legal practitioners. Only the legal profession is authorized to provide such services. The purpose of this rule 
is to authorize certain persons to render limited legal assistance or advice in approved practice areas of law. This rule shall 
prescribe the conditions of and limitations upon the provision of such services in order to protect the public and ensure that only 
trained and qualified legal practitioners may provide the same. This rule is intended to permit trained Limited License Legal 
Technicians to provide limited legal assistance under carefully regulated circumstances in ways that expand the affordability of 
quality legal assistance which protects the public interest.

….

B. Definitions. For purposes of this rule, the following definitions will apply:

….

(4) "Limited License Legal Technician" means a person qualified by education, training and work experience who is authorized 
to engage in the limited practice of law in approved practice areas of law as specified by this rule and related regulations. The 
legal technician does not represent the client in court proceedings or negotiations, but provides limited legal assistance as set 
forth in this rule to a pro se client.

….

F. Scope of Practice Authorized by Limited Practice Rule. The Limited License Legal Technician shall ascertain whether 
the issue is within the defined practice area for which the LLLT is licensed. If it is not, the LLLT shall not provide the services 
required on this issue and shall inform the client that the client should seek the services of a lawyer. If the issue is within the 
defined practice area, the LLLT may undertake the following:

(1) Obtain relevant facts, and explain the relevancy of such information to the client;

(2) Inform the client of applicable procedures, including deadlines, documents which must be filed, and the anticipated course 
of the legal proceeding; APR 28 Page 4

Effective August 20, 2013

(3) Inform the client of applicable procedures for proper service of process and filing of legal documents;

(4) Provide the client with self-help materials prepared by a Washington lawyer or approved by the Board, which contain infor-
mation about relevant legal requirements, case law basis for the client's claim, and venue and jurisdiction requirements;

(5) Review documents or exhibits that the client has received from the opposing side, and explain them to the client;

(6) Select, complete, file, and effect service of forms that have been approved by the State of Washington, either through 
a governmental agency or by the Administrative Office of the Courts or the content of which is specified by statute; federal 
forms; forms prepared by a Washington lawyer; or forms approved by the Board; and advise the client of the significance of 
the selected forms to the client's case;

(7) Perform legal research and draft legal letters and pleadings documents beyond what is permitted in the previous paragraph, 
if the work is reviewed and approved by a Washington lawyer;

(8) Advise a client as to other documents that may be necessary to the client's case, and explain how such additional documents 
or pleadings may affect the client's case;

(9) Assist the client in obtaining necessary documents, such as birth, death, or marriage certificates. 
….

Source: Washington State Court Rules, Admission to Practice Rules, Rule 28, Limited Practice Rule for Limited License Legal 
Technicians.
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in the core curriculum and also in the specific practice 

areas (e.g., Family Law). Once a candidate passes the 

core curriculum examination, he or she is not required 

to retake that examination when seeking to be autho-

rized in additional practice areas as may be approved 

by the Supreme Court; the candidate will only need to 

take the specific examination for the additional practice 

area. The work of this subcommittee is ongoing; it is 

anticipated that the first examination will be given in 

spring 2015.

The fourth subcommittee’s charge relates to the cre-

ation of Rules of Professional Conduct, which will very 

much mirror the existing Rules of Professional Conduct 

now in existence for lawyers in the state of Washington. 

It is anticipated that this work will be completed in 

August 2014 so that the rules can be sent to the Supreme 

Court for consideration in September 2014.  

inCorPorating additional PraCtiCe 
areas

The LLLT Board will begin to study additional practice 

areas within the coming months. Once additional prac-

tice areas are approved by the Supreme Court, the same 

process will need to be followed: defining the scope of 

practice to be approved by the Supreme Court, develop-

ing a curriculum in conjunction with the law schools to 

educate candidates in the limited scope of the practice 

area, and developing an examination to test candidates’ 

proficiency in that practice area. It is not known which 

will be the next recommended practice area or how 

many practice areas may ultimately be recommended to 

or approved by the Supreme Court.

ConClusion

The Board anticipates giving examinations and licens-

ing its first LLLTs in the spring of 2015. Since it began 

implementation of the LLLT rule in January 2013, the 

Board has found its work to be challenging, exciting, 

and rewarding, and it has been incredibly diligent in 

performing the work required to implement the rule. 

Likewise, the Washington Supreme Court has been 

extremely helpful in assisting in implementation of the 

rule. 

Washington’s LLLT program is the first in the 

nation to authorize limited practice in specific approved 

practice areas of law as defined. The program will pro-

vide legal services designed to fulfill unmet needs in 

those practice areas while doing so at a price that the 

consumer can afford. The LLLT Board eagerly antici-

pates the delivery of services by LLLTs and the refine-

ment of the LLLT program. 
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I
n my last column, I addressed one 

part of a change to MBE score re-

ports sent to jurisdictions effective 

with the February 2014 administra-

tion of the MBE: the elimination of raw 

total scores. In this column, I address the 

second part of the change: the elimination 

of raw subject area subscores and their as-

sociated percentiles. NCBE will continue 

to provide to jurisdictions the scaled total 

score and its associated percentile based 

upon examinees in the jurisdiction. (As 

a refresher, the raw total score is the simple sum of 

items answered correctly, and the raw subject area 

subscores are the sum of items answered correctly 

within each separate subject area. The scaled total 

score is the score generated from the statistical pro-

cess of equating, which ensures that the scores have 

consistent meaning across different administrations.) 

This article is intended to explain more fully why 

NCBE decided to drop subscores from MBE score  

reports.   

why subsCores are unneCessary—
and unreliable

The scaled total score is really all that is needed. 

Subscores, which by necessity are raw because there 

are too few items to equate scores, are largely redun-

dant with raw total scores. This redundancy has 

been confirmed by several independent analyses of 

examinee response data from past MBE administra-

tions that consistently found subscores to be essen-

tially less reliable estimates of the total 

score.1 (They are less reliable because 

they are based upon only 31–33 items 

in each MBE subject area instead of 190 

total items.) Differences in subscores 

are often an illusion and can even be 

deceptive, appearing to show lower 

proficiency in one subject area when 

in fact the true weakness may be in 

a different subject area. (I explain the 

reasons for this in more detail later in 

this column.) Thus, the use of subscores 

in helping students direct their study can result in 

misinformed decisions. Law schools will encounter 

problems as well if they attempt to use the subscores 

to improve their curricula. Higher scores in one sub-

ject area than in another do not necessarily mean that 

students were more proficient in that area, so mak-

ing curriculum decisions based upon differences in 

subscores can be misguided. Further, three studies 

over the last decade that attempted to validate the 

subscores from analyses of MBE examinee responses 

have concluded that the subscores cannot be shown 

to be meaningfully different from the total score.2 

subsCores and the StandardS for 
Educational and PSychological 
tESting

A major challenge that any testing organization faces 

is meeting the standards of the testing profession. 

These standards were last published in 1999 in a doc-

ument titled Standards for Educational and Psychological 

The TesTing Column
DifferenCes in subjeCT AreA subsCores 

on The mbe AnD oTher illusions 
by Mark A. Albanese, Ph.D.
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Testing.3 This is a joint publication of the major pro-

fessional associations involved in standardized test-

ing: the American Educational Research Association 

(AERA), the American Psychological Association 

(APA), and the National Council on Measurement in 

Education (NCME). It is not a document to be trifled 

with. 

The most relevant statement pertaining to the 

subscore issue is Standard 1.12, which dictates that 

“the distinctiveness of the separate scores should be 

demonstrated.”4  When psychometricians say that 

something needs to be demonstrated, they mean, 

“Show me the data!” It is not enough to just say that 

the subscores represent different concepts; one must 

demonstrate that the different subscores are mean-

ingfully different in terms of examinee responses. 

Therein lies the rub. 

In the remainder of this article, I will explain 

why the MBE subscores do not meet the standards of 

the profession (and why they are not designed to do 

so). The continued use of subscores is not defensible 

in terms of concept, reliability, validity, or utility to 

examinees or to law schools. I will also describe how 

eliminating subscores will facilitate moving the MBE 

forward in evolving to meet the challenges of the 

changing world of the practice of law.

by design, the mbe will not 
ProduCe usable subsCores

The purpose of the MBE is to provide jurisdictions 

with evidence of candidate proficiency for granting 

a single unrestricted license. The subject areas are 

meant to guide the development of the test so that 

important content is represented in proportion to its 

importance to the newly licensed practicing lawyer. 

The subject areas are not a set of separate hurdles 

that must be leaped. Therefore, we do not build the 

MBE to provide data that would enable different 

decisions to be made for each of the six different 

subscores. To do so would require a much differ-

ent approach to selecting items. We select items for 

inclusion on the MBE that have high correlations 

with the total score. If they have a higher correlation 

with a subscore than they do with the total score, 

more than likely the correlation with the total score 

will not be high enough for that item to be included 

on future examinations.5 So, items that would con-

tribute well to providing a particular subscore are 

unlikely to function well enough for the total score. 

Thus, by both concept and design, the MBE does not 

support the reporting of subscores.

subsCores do not meet reliability 
standards for high-stakes 
examinations

A man with one watch knows what time it is.  

A man with two watches is never quite sure. 

—Segal’s Law

The MBE presents us with the equivalent of 190 

watches (items) to determine whether an examinee is 

minimally competent to practice law. With all exam-

inees having success on some items but not on oth-

ers, uncertainty abounds.

When psychometricians talk about uncertainty, 

it is in the context of test reliability. Reliability reflects 

the degree to which an examinee’s score would be 

likely to change if the examinee were to be tested 

again with a comparable but different set of items. 

Reliability values range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 

being a perfect (but, practically, unattainable) level 

of certainty. A score with a low level of reliability 

(e.g., less than 0.70) will have a high level of uncer-

tainty, and the same examinee’s score could be quite 

different if a different set of comparable items com-

prised the test. 

The minimum standard for reliability that has 

generally been accepted for high-stakes examinations  
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is 0.90.6 The MBE total scaled score meets this 

minimum required threshold value for reliability,  

whereas the subscores do not come close. Because 

items are not selected for their subscore contribu-

tions, but rather for their contribution to the total 

score, the subscores have relatively low reliabilities. 

It is not uncommon for one or more of the subscore 

reliabilities to be less than 0.50, far below the 0.90 

value generally accepted as the standard for making 

high-stakes decisions. Since 2007, the subscore reli-

abilities (adjusted for a uniform number of items) 

have ranged from 0.49 to 0.70 and have averaged 

0.60. In total, out of 84 subscore reliability estimates 

obtained for the MBE from February 2007 through 

July 2013, 52% have been below 0.60 with 98.8% 

below 0.70. 

It could be argued that a lower reliability thresh-

old value could be used for the subscores if their 

primary use was to guide a failing candidate in 

preparing to retake the bar exam. But even if the 

reliability threshold value for subscores were relaxed 

to 0.75, to increase the reliability of a subscore from 

0.60 to 0.75 the number of items would need to be 

doubled. Thus, in order to obtain sufficient reliabil-

ity on subscores and to produce scaled versions of 

each, the number of items in each subject area would 

need to be increased, on average, to 62–66 items   

(as opposed to the current 31–33 items—which, 

beginning in 2015, will decrease to 27–28 with the 

addition of Civil Procedure as the seventh MBE sub-

ject area). I might point out that doubling the items 

in each subject area is an underestimate for almost 

half of the subscores that currently have reliabilities 

below 0.60. Doubling the overall number of scored 

items on the MBE would therefore increase them 

from 190 to 380, doubling the testing time from 6 to 

12 hours, an impractical prospect. 

validity Cannot be established for 
subsCores

The validity of a test score refers to whether a test 

is measuring what it is intended to measure, and 

whether a score reflects what it is intended to reflect. 

Neither tests nor scores are validated in and of 

themselves, but the wealth of data supporting their 

use creates what has been termed the “validity argu-

ment” in support of their use for various purposes. 

Over the past 10 years, numerous studies have 

attempted to establish the validity argument for 

whether the subscores on the MBE measure some-

thing distinct from the total scaled score. Studies 

of differences between subject area subscores for 

each examinee have found that fewer than 1% of the 

examinees had differences between their subscores 

that were large enough that they exceeded what 

would be expected to occur by chance alone.7 This 

means that for the vast majority of examinees, what 

may appear to be meaningful differences between 

their subscores is an illusion. If they were to act on 

the differences by studying their lower subscore 

topics to a greater degree than their higher subscore 

topics, they would more than likely be basing their 

decisions on faulty information.

Other studies have found that correlations 

between subscores are so high as to be virtually iden-

tical (greater than 0.90 when adjusted for measure-

ment imprecision).
8 Correlations this high fail criteria 

for subscore distinctiveness.9 High correlations also 

mean that if we were to use a certain subscore to 

rank-order examinees from the lowest score to the 

highest score, we would get essentially the same 

ordering as that obtained from rank-ordering exam-

inees using any other subscore or the total score. 

However, the rank-ordering obtained from any of 

the subscores would be much less stable than that of 

the total score.
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Furthermore, separate studies undertaken by 

NCBE staff and other researchers have attempted 

to demonstrate that the subscores are statistically 

distinct from the total scaled score.10 In total, these 

studies have used almost the entire universe of sta-

tistical approaches designed to detect the existence of 

subscores as statistically distinct scores from the total 

scaled score. None of these studies has found that the 

subject area subscores are statistically distinct from 

the total scaled score. This conclusion would still 

apply even if we were to scale each of the subscores, 

as we do for each examinee’s total score.

subsCores are not useful to 
examinees and law sChools  
As I touched upon earlier, the subject area subscores 

can be confusing and misleading. Until we elimi-

nated them from MBE score reports, we reported 

subject area subscores in their raw form, meaning 

the simple sum of the correct answers to items in that 

subject area. Because raw scores vary based upon 

the intrinsic difficulty of the items from which they 

are computed, because the MBE contains a relatively 

small number of items per subject area, and because 

some subject area subscores are based upon more 

items than others, a higher subscore in one subject 

area does not necessarily indicate a higher level of 

proficiency in that subject area.

 Thus, an examinee who received a score report 

showing a higher subscore in Torts than in Real 

Property may think that he or she was more profi-

cient in Torts; however, because there are 33 Torts 

items and only 31 Real Property items, subscores 

in Torts are likely to be higher than those in Real 

Property by force of numbers. Further, even for sub-

scores with the same numbers of items, depending 

on the relative difficulty of the items in those subject 

areas, a higher score may possibly represent lower 

proficiency. 

Similarly, if an examinee retakes the MBE, a 

higher subscore in a particular subject area on the 

retake does not necessarily demonstrate a higher 

level of proficiency in that area. A higher score could 

reflect no difference in proficiency on the second 

attempt, or it could even represent lower proficiency, 

again depending upon the relative difficulty of sub-

ject area items on the two administrations. 

Law schools, which are understandably inter- 

ested in the MBE performance of their students, could 

also misinterpret subscore information. For example, 

if a law school’s students, on average, obtain higher 

subscores in Torts than in Real Property, the school’s 

administration may interpret that score difference as 

indicating that the school’s students were more pro-

ficient in Torts and perhaps conclude that the faculty 

members teaching Torts were more effective than 

those teaching Real Property. However, as noted 

earlier, there are more Torts items on each exam 

than Real Property items, so one would expect Torts 

subscores to be somewhat higher. Further, the Torts 

items on an exam could be overall intrinsically easier 

than the Real Property items, so a higher mean score 

on Torts could reflect no difference in the students’ 

proficiency in the two areas, or it could even be that 

the students were more proficient in Real Property. 

This kind of potential misinterpretation can 

cause other problems if law schools are interested in 

making changes to courses over time and using the 

mean subscores to evaluate those changes. A higher 

mean Evidence subscore may or may not indicate a 

positive outcome from changes made in an Evidence 

curriculum. As explained above, a higher mean score 

in Evidence in 2013 could actually reflect a less profi-

cient student performance than the lower mean score 

in 2012. Without scaling the subscores, these types of 
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direct comparisons cannot be made, and even with 

scaled subscores, the associated levels of measure-

ment imprecision would substantially complicate 

any comparisons. 

subsCore rePorting hinders the 
mbe’s ability to evolve

The practice of law continues to evolve, and the MBE 

must evolve in concert to remain a valid assessment 

of the newly graduating lawyer’s ability to practice 

law. In 2012, NCBE completed a job analysis of 

newly licensed lawyers aimed at providing evidence 

to support the extent to which NCBE’s four tests 

are evaluating examinees in ways that are relevant 

to entry into the legal profession. In response to the 

information gathered from this effort, new subject 

areas are likely to be added to the MBE over time. To 

add this new content will require either a substantial 

increase in the number of test items and therefore 

the length of the MBE, or a change in the relative 

allocation of items to all of the subject areas covered 

by the MBE (as is being done in 2015 to accommo-

date the addition of Civil Procedure). If reporting 

of subscores were to be continued, and in order for 

the subscores to meet acceptable testing standards, 

there would need to be enough items to provide a 

reliable score for each subject area reported. That 

alone would require greatly lengthening the MBE. 

As described earlier, the MBE in its current form 

would have to at least double its length just to meet 

reliability standards; it would have to perhaps triple 

or quadruple its length to accommodate new subject 

area content. 

Further, as the practice of law continues to 

evolve, we are likely to find that the importance of 

the various existing subscore topics may change and 

new content areas may rise in importance. These 

evolutionary changes will create new limitations in 

allocating items to different subject areas to main-

tain reliable subscores. By only reporting the scaled 

total score, minor adjustments can be made to the 

internal allocation of items to subject areas without 

concern for the impact on subscore reliability. The 

benefit of no longer reporting subject area subscores 

has been demonstrated with the addition of Federal 

Civil Procedure in 2015. The allocation of items to 

the existing six subscores will be reduced from 31–33 

items per subject area to 27–28 items per subject area 

to make room for the new content without increasing 

the length of the MBE or compromising the reliabil-

ity of the total score. Had we needed to keep sub-

scores at their current, albeit low, levels of reliability 

in order to report subscores, we would have had to 

increase the length of the MBE by at least 27 items to 

accommodate the new content. 

ConClusion

In summary, subscores are being eliminated for the 

following reasons: 

•	 they do not add any information that is not 

already present in the scaled total scores, 

•	 they are insufficiently reliable to meet test-

ing standards or even for use in guiding 

student study or curriculum management 

by law schools, 

•	 over a decade of research has concluded that 

they are not statistically distinct from the 

scaled total scores, 

•	 they are often misinterpreted by stakehold-

ers, and 

•	 their continued use would make the MBE 

too inflexible to respond to the changing 

legal environment. 
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Eliminating reporting of subscores is not a new 

idea. A search of our archives found such a recom-

mendation from 1975 by the Educational Testing 

Service, the first testing vendor serving NCBE. So, 

why has it taken us so long? First, the arguments at 

that time were all conceptual, and there were no 

standards for testing and assessment. The recom-

mendation was really only a suggestion. It could be 

(and was) ignored. Since that time, the testing indus-

try has adopted standards that should be considered 

more seriously. Second, there were no data to back 

the recommendation. Since the turn of the present 

century, NCBE has accumulated research expertise 

that has enabled us to conduct a series of studies 

aimed at demonstrating the distinctiveness of the 

subscores. As described in this article, these studies 

have failed to do so. So after over 40 years, the time 

has finally come to say good-bye to subscores. 
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bar admission

Undocumented immigrants

Florida Board of Bar Examiners re: Question as to Whether Undocumented Immigrants Are Eligible  

for Admission to the Florida Bar, 134 So. 3d 432 (FL 2014)

The Florida Supreme Court has held that undocu-

mented immigrants are ineligible for admission to 

the Florida Bar.

The occasion for the Court’s decision was Jose 

Godinez-Samperio’s application for admission to 

the State Bar of Florida. Godinez-Samperio legally 
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entered the United States from Mexico with his 

parents at age nine, but the family overstayed 

their tourist visas and settled in Tampa, Florida. 

After graduating from high school as valedictorian, 

Godinez-Samperio obtained a college degree from 

New College of Florida, and he graduated from 

Florida State University College of Law in 2011.

Godinez-Samperio subsequently applied for 

admission to the Florida Bar. Pursuant to a policy 

adopted in January 2008, the Florida Board of Bar 

Examiners requires all applicants to submit docu-

mentation pertaining to their citizenship or immi-

gration status as part of their application to the 

State Bar. Godinez-Samperio petitioned the Board to 

waive the policy and disclosed his undocumented 

immigrant status. The Board approved the petition 

for a waiver, and Godinez-Samperio passed the 

Florida Bar Examination in July 2011. Upon comple-

tion of its background investigation in November 

2011, the Board ruled to defer further consideration 

of Godinez-Samperio’s qualifications and to seek an 

advisory opinion from the Florida Supreme Court 

regarding whether undocumented immigrants are 

eligible for admission to the Florida Bar.

On March 6, 2014, the Court answered the 

Florida Board of Bar Examiners’ question by hold-

ing that “unauthorized immigrants are ineligible for 

admission to [t]he Florida Bar.” In reaching this deci-

sion, however, the Court was careful to articulate 

that “[t]he separate issue of [Godinez-Samperio’s] 

admission is not before the Court.”

Citing 8 U.S.C. § 1621, the Court noted that 

federal law generally restricts an undocumented 

immigrant’s ability to obtain a professional license. 

Although the Court acknowledged that state law 

can override the federal ban, it concluded that “there 

is no current State law that . . . permits this Court to 

issue a law license to an unauthorized immigrant.”

The Court rejected the assertion that unauthor-

ized immigrants should be admitted to the Florida 

Bar based on executive policies such as President 

Barack Obama’s Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals (DACA) program. “[T]he reliance . . . on 

these executive branch policies is misguided,” the 

Court stated. The Court explained that “[t]he policy 

provides that people who are granted DACA sta-

tus will not be a priority for the executive branch 

in enforcing deportation laws; the policy explicitly 

states that it does not provide an unauthorized immi-

grant with lawful status.” The Court concluded:

. . . executive branch policies addressing depor- 

tation and the exercise of prosecutorial dis-

cretion . . . are not laws passed by Congress. 

These policies do not provide this Court with 

legal authority to disregard the laws currently 

enacted by Congress and admit unauthorized 

immigrants into Florida Bar membership.

In a “reluctant” concurrence, Justice Jorge 

Labarga agreed with the majority but expressed 

his disappointment in the decision. “[T]he Florida 

Legislature has failed to enact any law providing 

that unauthorized immigrants are eligible for certain 

public benefits, in this case a license to practice law,” 

he wrote. “Given this authority to determine the 

eligibility of a class of applicants to [t]he Florida Bar, 

the Florida Legislature is in the unique position to 

act on this integral policy question and remedy the 

inequities that the unfortunate decision of this Court 

will bring to bear.”
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CharaCter and fitness

Disbarment; commingling of funds; testifying falsely under oath; insufficient repentance

F. Lee Bailey v. Board of Law Examiners, 2014 ME 58 (ME 2014)

This case was initially reported in an earlier issue 

of the Bar Examiner (Vol. 82, No. 4, December 2013). 

The following summarizes the latest developments 

in the case.

The Maine Board of Law Examiners appealed from 

the judgment of a single justice of the Maine Supreme 

Judicial Court which concluded that F. Lee Bailey 

presently possesses the requisite good character and 

fitness required to be admitted to the practice of law 

in Maine.

At a hearing, the Maine Board considered the 

following evidence:

In 1994 Bailey began defending Claude Duboc 

against charges of drug smuggling, money launder-

ing, and related claims. Bailey’s proposal of a plea 

deal for the forfeiture of Duboc’s assets and a guilty 

plea included the separation of an asset that would 

appreciate in value and would not be subject to 

forfeiture. This asset was 602,000 shares of Biochem 

Pharma stock. On April 26, 1994, the stock was trans-

ferred to Bailey’s Swiss account. On May 17, 1994, 

the remainder value of the stock would be returned 

to the court and a motion would be filed for Bailey’s 

fees. While Bailey managed those assets, the stock 

increased in value, and during this time Bailey sold 

some of the shares, borrowed against the remaining 

shares, and then transferred over $3.5 million of the 

$4 million proceeds to his personal money market 

account. By December 1995 he had transferred all 

but $350,000 to his personal checking account. From 

that account Bailey used over $2 million for his pri-

vate businesses, $1.3 million for personal expenses 

and purchases, and $138,946 for the purchase of a 

private residence. Bailey asserted that the increase 

in the value of the Biochem stock belonged to him 

since it was transferred to his account in “fee simple 

absolute.”

By late 1995, Duboc had become dissatisfied 

with Bailey’s representation and filed a motion to 

substitute new counsel. Before this hearing Bailey 

sent a letter to the presiding judge, Judge Paul, 

without copying the prosecutors, Duboc, or his new 

attorneys. In the letter, Bailey referred to Duboc as a 

“multimillionaire druggie” and alleged that the new 

attorneys had a conflict of interest and were giving 

Duboc harmful advice. He also acknowledged the ex 

parte nature of the letter.

Following a hearing, Judge Paul entered an order 

on January 12, 1996, removing Bailey as counsel, 

freezing all Duboc’s assets held by Bailey, and requir-

ing Bailey to submit an accounting. Despite know-

ing about this order, Bailey thereafter spent over 

$300,000 of these assets for his own purposes. Judge 

Paul’s second order, on January 25, 1996, required 

Bailey to surrender all shares of the Biochem stock or 

any replacement assets and prepare a full account-

ing. Bailey then notified the Swiss authorities that 

the assets in his account were from drug trafficking, 

and the Swiss authorities froze the account. As a 

result, Bailey did not surrender the stock or proceeds 

as he was required to do. At a contempt hearing on 

February 2, 1996, Bailey testified that he had not 

physically seen the January 12 and January 25 orders 

until that morning. However, his associate had 

informed him of the orders’ contents. Bailey was held 

in contempt and was released after 44 days. Because 

Bailey had spent more than the approved expenses, 
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he was ordered to pay an additional $423,737 to the 

court and to return the funds he had spent for per-

sonal expenses.

Following a hearing on the Florida Bar’s petition 

for Bailey’s disbarment, Judge Ellis found that Bailey 

had committed various ethical violations including 

(1) misappropriation of client assets and commin-

gling them with personal assets, (2) ex parte commu-

nication, (3) self-dealing, (4) conflict of interest, and 

(5) false testimony under oath. Judge Ellis, pointing 

out the egregiousness of Bailey’s ethical violations 

and the aggravating factors, recommended that he 

be permanently disbarred. The Florida Supreme 

Court upheld all the findings and conclusions and 

ordered that Bailey be disbarred. The U.S. Supreme 

Court denied certiorari.

Bailey was also reciprocally disbarred in state 

and federal courts in Massachusetts in 2003 and 2006.

After disbarment the U.S. Tax Court determined 

that Bailey owed taxes and penalties in the amount 

of $1.9 million plus interest for his failure to report as 

income the portion of the Biochem proceeds that he 

had treated as his own. Tax liens were filed against 

Bailey for $4.5 million for his tax liability.

At a hearing on Bailey’s application, the Maine 

Board considered the same matters that Judge Ellis 

had considered on the Florida Bar’s petition along 

with the testimony of Bailey as to whether he had 

recognized the wrongfulness and seriousness of his 

prior misconduct. While the Board found that Bailey 

had not met his burden, on appeal the single justice 

found that he had met his burden of proving the 

requisite good character and fitness in all but one 

respect: his large outstanding tax obligation.

Reviewing the appeal from the single justice, 

the Maine Supreme Judicial Court found that Bailey 

had met his burden with respect to the ex parte com-

munication; however, for the remaining misconduct, 

the Court found that Bailey had failed to prove by 

clear and convincing evidence that he recognized the 

wrongfulness and seriousness of the misconduct that 

resulted in his disbarment. Writing for the majority, 

Justice Jon D. Levy said that Bailey’s insufficiently 

contrite views about his transgressions were fatal to 

his admission. He acknowledged that “[n]either the 

language of the rule nor its purpose requires that an 

applicant demonstrate his complete and unambigu-

ous acceptance of all of the findings of wrongdoing 

in order to establish his good character and fitness,” 

but stated that, as a matter of common sense, “the 

nature and extent of his failure to be fully repentant 

should be carefully considered when determining 

his fitness to practice law.”

The majority of the Court found that “[b]y 

continuing to question many of the findings and 

conclusions reached by the Florida Supreme Court, 

and by suggesting that [the judges] who presided in 

his cases were biased and that the Florida proceed-

ings were the product of a conspiracy to deprive 

him of his constitutional rights, Bailey minimizes the 

wrongfulness and seriousness of the misconduct for 

which he was disbarred.”

Chief Justice Leigh I. Saufley, in a dissent joined 

by Justice Robert W. Clifford, said that the Court had 

“acted outside its appellate function in vacating the 

factual findings of a single justice who heard the evi-

dence in the matter” and instead made “credibility 

determinations of its own and [chose] to give weight 

to different evidence than was credited by the single 

justice.” The dissenters said that they would remand 

the case with instructions that the single justice take 

more evidence and “reconsider whether the risk 

that Bailey would mismanage funds in the context 

of paying his substantial tax debt would render his 

admission to the Bar ‘detrimental . . . to the public 

interest’.”
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The Court vacated the judgment of the single 

justice, and the matter was remanded for entry of 

a judgment affirming the order of the Board of Bar 

Examiners.

Registered sexually oriented offender

In re Application of Daubenmire, 137 Ohio St. 3d 435, 999 N.E.2d 669

Zachary Daubenmire graduated from law school in 

2011 and applied for admission to the Ohio Bar. A 

hearing was scheduled before a panel of the Board of 

Commissioners on Character and Fitness to question 

him about certain matters in his application.

Daubenmire testified that he was raised in a 

religious home and was a good student and a good 

athlete. His father was a minister and his football 

coach. He had no disciplinary problems in high 

school, but during his freshman year in college he 

was diagnosed with neurotic depression and began 

taking an antidepressant. He also began download-

ing pornographic pictures and videos of children 

under the age of 18. He said he was only interested 

in viewing teenage girls, but admitted that some of 

the images were of girls under the age of 18 but that 

he had convinced himself that watching their sexual 

activity online was preferable to actually engaging in 

such activities. He stated that he had no interest in 

viewing young, undeveloped children.

Daubenmire’s activity was discovered in 2006 

when the family computer malfunctioned and his 

father sent it to a repair shop to have the data trans-

ferred to a new computer. The technician found the 

pornography and reported it to the authorities. There 

was no dispute that some of the videos depicted 

sexual activity involving children and that when 

Daubenmire was caught he had been viewing this 

illegal child pornography for five years.

Daubenmire cooperated with the criminal inves-

tigation and on the advice of counsel entered a 

no-contest plea. He was sentenced to five years of 

community control and ordered to register as a 

sexually oriented offender, to perform 100 hours of 

community service, to participate in sexual-offender 

counseling, and to abstain from alcohol.

Knowing that he would be barred from teaching 

and coaching, his chosen profession, Daubenmire 

accepted a job working as an assistant in a law 

firm, which inspired him to apply to law school. 

Daubenmire disclosed his conviction and was admit-

ted to Case Western Reserve University School of 

Law in 2008. He graduated in 2011 and applied to 

take the Ohio Bar Exam.

At the hearing before a panel of the Board 

of Commissioners on Character and Fitness, 

Daubenmire’s long-term therapist testified that she 

believes that Daubenmire does not suffer from a 

sexual or deviance disorder, is unlikely to engage in 

the conduct that led to his conviction in the future, 

does not require additional therapy for sexual issues, 

and is fit to practice law. She stated that Daubenmire 

suffers from an anxiety disorder that can be managed 

with medication and is unrelated to his misconduct. 

The board recommended that Daubenmire’s applica-

tion be disapproved, but that he be allowed to take 

the July 2014 exam.

The Ohio Supreme Court expressed grave con-

cerns about permitting an applicant to take the bar 

exam and perhaps begin practicing law while he is 

legally obligated to register as a sex offender and 

disapproved the application. Since Daubenmire is 

obligated to register as a sex offender until February 

27, 2017, the Court permitted him to reapply as a 

candidate for the July 2018 bar exam.
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Substance abuse

In re Application of Kloeker, 137 Ohio St. 3d 1211, 998 N.E.2d 506

Christopher Kloeker did well academically at his 

undergraduate school, attended the University of 

Cincinnati School of Law, and graduated in 2012. 

In his application for admission to the Ohio Bar, he 

disclosed a series of criminal and traffic violations 

that were related to the use of alcohol or controlled 

substances. He failed to disclose that he had some-

times used cocaine and had taken other controlled 

substances. After his interview with the Hamilton 

Bar Association, his application was approved, but 

it was recommended that he be interviewed by the 

Ohio Lawyers Assistance Program (OLAP). Kloeker 

filed a supplemental application that revealed that 

during the first semester of his third year in law 

school, for a four- to six-week period, he had pur-

chased Oxycontin from a friend to treat the pain 

from an injury to his foot and that when he could 

not get Oxycontin, he purchased heroin from the 

same friend.

Kloeker appeared before a panel of the Board 

of Commissioners on Character and Fitness, which 

considered this record and recommended that his 

application be disapproved but that he be permitted 

to apply for the July 2014 exam. Kloeker did not file 

objections.

The Ohio Supreme Court agreed with the board 

but concluded that a longer waiting period was 

required. The Court’s order stated that Kloeker could 

reapply for the July 2015 exam.

misCellaneous

Requiring an out-of-state attorney to maintain an office in the state

Schoenefeld v. New York, 748 F.3d 464 (2d Cir. 2014)

This case was reported in two earlier issues of the 

Bar Examiner (Vol. 80, No. 1, March 2011, and Vol. 

81, No. 1, March 2012). The following summarizes 

the latest developments in the case.

By order dated April 8, 2014, the United States Court 

of Appeals for the Second Circuit certified a ques-

tion to the New York Court of Appeals regarding 

the minimum requirements necessary to satisfy New 

York Judiciary Law Section 470, which requires non-

resident attorneys to maintain a New York office to 

practice in New York.

As detailed in the summary from the March 2011 

Bar Examiner, the impetus for this case is Ekaterina 

Schoenefeld, an attorney licensed to practice in New 

York, New Jersey, and California. Schoenefeld main-

tains a residence and law office in Princeton, New 

Jersey. She filed this action challenging the constitu-

tionality of Section 470, entitled “Attorneys having 

offices in this state may reside in adjoining state,” 

which provides:

A person, regularly admitted to practice as an 

attorney and counsellor, in the courts of record 

of this state, whose office for the transaction of 

law business is within the state, may practice as 

such attorney or counsellor, although he resides 

in an adjoining state.

On September 7, 2011, the United States District 

Court for the Northern District of New York entered 
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a judgment declaring Section 470 unconstitutional as 

violative of the Privileges and Immunities Clause. 

The court concluded that the in-state office require-

ment discriminates against nonresident attorneys 

and infringes on their fundamental right to practice 

law without advancing any substantial state interest. 

Defendants subsequently appealed to the Second 

Circuit, where they assert that the office requirement 

imposed by Section 470 can be read in a manner that 

does not implicate the Privileges and Immunities 

Clause. They contend that “an ‘office for the trans-

action of law business’ requires only an address for 

accepting personal service, which ‘might’ be satis-

fied by designating an agent for the service of legal 

papers.”

Instead of ruling on the merits, the Second 

Circuit held that the New York Court of Appeals 

should first weigh in on the meaning of the statute 

and therefore certified the following question to the 

state court:

Under New York Judiciary Law § 470, which 

mandates that a nonresident attorney maintain 

an “office for the transaction of law business” 

within the state of New York, what are the 

minimum requirements necessary to satisfy that 

mandate?

The Second Circuit found that three factors war-

ranted certification in this case. First, it noted that the 

Court of Appeals had not issued an opinion address-

ing the constitutionality of Section 470, nor had it 

been presented with the opportunity to interpret the 

phrase “office for the transaction of law business” as 

the phrase is used in the statute. Second, it stated 

that it could not predict how the Court of Appeals 

will interpret the statute “in light of the potential that 

the requirements in Section 470 violate the [Privileges 

and Immunities] Clause.” Finally, it noted that if the 

Court of Appeals accepts and answers the certified 

question, “that answer, in all likelihood, dictates the 

outcome of the constitutional privileges and immu-

nities analysis we have commenced and must com-

plete as we decide the appeal before us.” 

fred P . Parker iii is Executive Director Emeritus of the Board of 
Law Examiners of the State of North Carolina.

jessiCa glad is Staff Attorney for the National Conference of Bar 
Examiners.
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